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QUICK START

FASHION ACCESSORIES NOTES

CHANGING LEGS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

PACKAGING

As an added bonus, included are extra legs with pointed 
toes to ensure your doll can wear both flat-footed 
sandals and high heels. To switch between them, follow 
the below instructions. 
1. Pull off the bottom part of the doll’s legs. Make sure to 

pull from under the knee. (Fig. 1)
2. Insert the second pair of legs. Take note of the left (L) 

and right (R) legs. Each leg is keyed for correct 
placement. (Fig. 2)

· Please remove all packaging including tags, ties & tacking stitches before giving this product to a child.
· Illustrations are for reference only. Styles may vary from actual contents. 

            578352, 578369, 578376
SKUs: 578383, 578390, 578406

· The flat-style shoes will only fit dolls with flat feet. 
· While so many accessories are interchangeable between Rainbow High™ dolls, not all included 
  accessories will fit other dolls.  

TYING THE SANDALS
One particular doll has sandals 
that tie around the ankle. To 
tie these kinds of shoes, wrap 
the string around the ankle a 
few times and secure it by 
looping it into a bow. 
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1. Remove the doll’s clothes and set them aside to avoid getting them wet. 
2. Wet your doll’s hair completely with water and lather in a little shampoo. Optionally, you can also add a 
     little conditioner. (Shampoo and conditioner are not included). Work in with your fingers or comb through the hair. 
3. Rinse it off. Then, allow the hair to dry completely before brushing and styling. 
(DO NOT USE HOT WATER.)

The doll has a light coating of gel in the hair. If you would like to style the doll’s hair, ask an adult or under 
adult supervision follow the steps below to remove the gel. Please note that the doll’s hair will not appear the 
same after washing. 


